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Ion beams are frequently used in industry for composition control of semiconducting materials as
well as for surface processing and thin films deposition. Under certain conditions, low- and medium
energy ions at high fluences can produce nanoripples and quantum dots on the irradiated surfaces.
In the present work, we focus our attention on the study of irradiation of amorphous silicon (a-Si)
target with 250 eV and 1 keV Ar+ ions under different angles, taking into special consideration angles
close to the grazing incidence. We use the molecular dynamics (MD) method to investigate how
much the cumulative displacement of atoms due to the simulated ion bombardment contribute to the
patterning effect. The MD results are subsequently analysed using a numerical module Pycraters
that allows the prediction of the rippling effect. Ripple wavelengths estimated with Pycraters are
then compared with the experimental observations, as well as with the results obtained by using
the binary collisions approximation (BCA) method. The wavelength estimation based on the MD
results demonstrates a better agreement with the experimental values. In the framework of the
utilized analytical model, it can be mainly attributed to the fact that the BCA ignores low energy
atomic interactions, which, however, provide an important contribution to the displacement of atoms
following an ion impact.
I. INTRODUCTION
Low- and medium-energy ion beam irradiation is an
industrial tool widely used for material processing, e.g.
doping, sub-lithographic nano-fabrication or surface pol-
ishing. Ion irradiation of semiconductor surfaces can re-
sult in formation of various periodically ordered nano and
micro structures, such as dots or ripples1–4.
The ion-induced surface pattern formation phenom-
ena is conventionally described by the Bradley-Harper
theory5. This theory is based on the curvature depen-
dence of the sputtering yield, and reasonably explains the
mechanisms that lead to pattern formation under the off-
normal incidence conditions. However, the original the-
ory is not able to predict the transition from the parallel
mode ripples which appear when the ion beam is closer
to the normal incidence (but always beyond some criti-
cal angle), to the perpendicular mode ripples appearing
close to the grazing incidence6. In addition, the role of
the stress accumulating in the amorphous layer during
the irradiation process is not well understood yet.
In most nonmetal materials, the irradiation process re-
sults in amorphization of the surface layer. This change
in the material over time can be divided into two con-
tributions. During the initial phase a prompt effect P [x]
is related to those atoms that are displaced and reach
the surface with enough energy to be sputtered (ero-
sive part), and also to the atoms displaced within the
solid (redistributive). This phase takes place within the
timescale of up to 10−12 s. Effects noted at longer time
scales are included in the gradual relaxation part G[x].
Both effects together contribute to the rate of motion of
the surface vn,
vn = P [x] +G[x]. (1)
In order to quantify the contribution of the prompt
effect P [x], a new method of analysing the collective
motion of individual atoms was developed in 20117 us-
ing the molecular dynamics (MD). This method provides
more precise information regarding the pattern formation
than the binary collision approximation (BCA), due to
the ability to capture small atomic displacements demon-
strated by Bukonte et al.8. Nevertheless, complex sub-
traction of background displacements was needed due to
the presence of residual stresses in the simulated sample7.
In this work we present a new relaxation method which
prepares the amorphous target in such a way, that sub-
traction of background effects becomes unnecessary for
an accurate analysis of ion-induced displacements.
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II. METHODS
Study of mechanisms leading to ripple formation on
a-Si surfaces is done using the PARCAS MD code9,10 and
CASWIN BCA code11. Both methods have been used
to analyse sputtering and measure atomic displacements
in the a-Si target.
MD is a deterministic computational technique which
reproduces the evolution of a set of atoms by solving the
equations of motion iteratively starting from a given dis-
tribution of atom coordinates and velocities. BCA, on
the other hand, is a Monte Carlo type stochastic algo-
rithm that solves scattering integral for each collision.
The impact parameter to the next collision is chosen
randomly and depends on the density of the target. In
contrast to MD, BCA treats the full atomic dynamics
of a material by a series of binary collisions neglecting
many body interactions and, therefore, is computation-
ally more efficient method to study high energy cascades.
Limitations and characteristic parameters of BCA are
discussed later in this article.
A. Molecular Dynamics
In the case of MD, the environment-dependent inter-
atomic potential (EDIP) for bulk Si12,13 is used. This
potential is able to provide a realistic model of the amor-
phous structure regarding the density and the coordina-
tion number. Before launching simulations of ion irra-
diation process, the a-Si cell is prepared and thoroughly
relaxed as described in the Section II A 1.
1. Cell Construction and Relaxation
The initial system is an a-Si 40x40x10 nm3
(877952 atoms) rectangular cuboid with periodic bound-
aries, composed by replication from the smaller
10x10x10 nm3 a-Si cell previously generated using the
Wooten-Winer-Weaire (WWW) method8,14. The WWW
method is capable of creating an amorphous structure
free of coordination defects, but is computationally ex-
pensive. The 40x40x10 nm3 a-Si structure has been equi-
librated at 300 K with the Berendsen temperature and
pressure controls15 to reduce the normal components of
the internal stress; the time constant of the Berendsen al-
gorithm was set to 500 fs. The system size was fixed and
the system has subsequently been annealed by repeatedly
heating up to 1000 K (corresponding to the glass transi-
tion temperature of a-Si16) and linearly cooling down to
300 K during 50 ps for each of 20 iterations to optimize
the structure. After the annealing stage, the system tem-
perature has been linearly decreased from 300 K to 0 K
during 50 ps with the pressure control enabled to obtain
the size of the relaxed cell at 0 K. Up to this point x,y
and z directions have always been periodic. The system
size in x and y directions had been fixed and stayed intact
during all of the following steps.
To prepare a bigger target for more realistic cooling
conditions and to prevent a possible shock wave reflec-
tion, the initial a-Si cuboid has been replicated three
times along the periodic x-direction. To simulate an open
surface of an infinitely large sample, periodicity has been
disabled for the z direction; at the same time it stayed
enabled for the x and y directions. The system with an
open surface has been simulated for 50 ps at 300 K to
relax the surface, and subsequently cooled down to 0 K
using the Berendsen temperature control for 15 ps, which
was enough to lead the system temperature to ≈ 0.001 K
and hence minimize the thermal motion of Si atoms. Ir-
radiations are performed across the XY upper surface
and several atomic layers at the bottom are immobilized
in order to prevent the movement of the system.
The evolution of the system during the last cooling
stage is shown in Fig. 1. The final pressure is not zero
because the top surface of the cell is open, hence the
surface tension contributes to the total pressure in the
cell.
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FIG. 1: Evolution of the system during the relaxation
process.
The construction and relaxation of the amorphous
sample is one of the key stages of this work. In the previ-
ous study7 a complex process of background subtraction
was necessary to exclude small displacements which ap-
peared after ion impacts, but were not directly attributed
to the redistributive effect. Such displacements did not
depend on the azimuthal angle of the incoming ion, and
originated from atomic movement in zones which had
large unrelaxed residual stresses; the stresses were unin-
tentionally relaxed due to an extra energy transmitted
from incoming ions during collision cascades. In the cur-
rent work, the success of the relaxation stage is analysed,
firstly, by measuring residual displacements when simu-
lating the system in similar conditions as during irradia-
tion, but when no actual ion bombardment is performed.
The analysis has demonstrated that only 12 atoms out
of 2.6 million in the system had a displacement greater
than 0.01 nm during 50 ps simulation; the distribution
of kinetic energies of atoms corresponded to the system
temperature of 0.001 K. The averaged (background) dis-
placement of atoms after impacts performed with random
azimuthal angles was of a similar order, and about two
orders of magnitude smaller than displacements during
a typical individual irradiation event. In addition, the
analysis of shear displacements in the system, done simi-
larly as in7, demonstrated no distinguishable shear effect
of ion impacts. Taking everything into account, it can
be concluded that the system is sufficiently relaxed and
the selected system size and relaxation times allows for a
direct measurement of ion induced atomic redistribution.
2. Irradiation
The a-Si target is bombarded with either 250 eV or
1 keV Ar+ ions, positioned at the 1 nm distance above
the surface in the beginning of every simulation. The ir-
radiation is performed at different incidence angles in the
range of 0◦ − 88◦, in such a way the ion is always in the
geometrical center of the surface. Each irradiation run
was repeated 600 times for 1 keV (300 times for 250 eV)
utilizing the approach of a random cell shift along the
periodic directions prior to each ion impact, using a ran-
dom number multiplied by the dimension of the cell, ∆sx
and ∆sy, respectively. This approach allows to introduce
the incoming ion always in the center of the cell, while
the atomic environment changes, corresponding to the
random impact position. Then ∆sx and ∆sy are used
to relocate the atoms through the boundaries of the cell
in x and y directions. After several test runs, we have
verified that atomic displacements due to ion impacts on
average do not propagate further than 10 nm from the
initial impact point.
In order to get better statistics, we continue to perform
simulations with random azimuthal angles. The simula-
tion time for every irradiation event is 50 ps, assuring
the simulation is long enough to collect all the atomic
displacements.
The bottom layer (1 nm thick) of the cell is fixed to
prevent the system motion. During all irradiation simula-
tions, the Berendsen thermostat with the time constant
of 50 fs and the target temperature of 0 K is applied
to a 0.5 nm thick region along the borders of the cell,
except the upper open surface, to resemble the cooling
conditions of a bulk sample. After the 50 ps irradiation
simulation, the Berendsen thermostat is applied for all
atoms in the system during the 5 ps cooling stage with
the time constant of 500 fs, to eliminate the remaining
thermal motion.
The Ar interaction with the Si target is described by
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the purely repulsive interatomic potential calculated us-
ing the density functional theory method with a numer-
ical basis sets for Ar-Si dimer by Nordlund et al.17. The
same method was used to create Si-Si short-range repul-
sive potential, which was smoothly joined to the EDIP
potential at short distances to correctly represent high
energy Si-Si atomic collisions.
In the following sections, we compare our results with
the previous results of Norris et al. on 250 eV Ar+ to
a-Si single-ion irradiation7.
B. Binary Collisions Approximation
The simulations are performed using the CASWIN
code11, in which the target is considered to be amor-
phous. In CASWIN, atomic collisions are calculated at
every step of a projectile (moving atom) at the distance
of a mean free path (λ = n
−1/3
a , where na is the atomic
density) from the previous position in the direction af-
ter scattering. The MAGIC formula18 is used as an ap-
proximation of the scattering integral calculated with the
Coulomb potential screened by the function proposed by
Ziegler, Biersack and Littmark19 in order to treat the
collisions. The validity of the CASWIN code was tested
previously against the MD simulations, see Ref. 20 and
21. In the former work, we obtained very close agreement
in ion range profiles for Si ions in amorphous Si matrix
(CASWIN) and polycrystalline Si (MDRANGE22) by us-
ing the same atomic density and the ZBL potential.
In these simulations we assume the surface region
(0.5 nm) to be different from the bulk. In the surface
region, the cut-off energy and the displacement thresh-
old energy are considerably lower than in the bulk and,
the latter, corresponds approximately to the surface en-
ergy. The BCA considers only atoms that have kinetic
energy above the cut-off value, hence we chose the cut-off
energies of 3 eV and 1 eV for bulk and surface simula-
tions, respectively. The threshold displacement energy,
or a minimum energy for an atom to be displaced per-
manently from its position, is the parameter determining
the damage production in the BCA simulation. We chose
this value to be 13 eV8. The sputtering process is defined
by the surface binding energy of 4.7 eV.
In Table I, we summarize all the parameters used in
our simulations to obtain the atomic displacements in
collisional cascades within the binary collision approxi-
mation; these parameters are directly taken from 8.
TABLE I: Parametrization of BCA simulations8.
Parameter(unit)
Density (N/Å3) 0.05340
Threshold displacement energy (eV) 13
Surface binding energy (eV) 4.7
Surface cut-off energy (eV) 1.0
Bulk cut-off energy (eV) 3.0
C. Analysis
In order to predict the pattern formation, we solve the
partial differential equation (PDE) describing the evolu-













where θ is the irradiation angle, B is a viscous flow
coefficient obtained from experiments, and h is the height
of a certain point at the surface. The angle-dependent
coefficients SX(θ) and SY (θ) are defined including the
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where I0 is the flux, K11 =
∂2h
∂x2 (0, 0) and K22 =
∂2h
∂y2 (0, 0). Those coefficients are calculated from the first
moments of the crater function obtained from either MD
or BCA simulations. According to the surface stability
model developed by Norris et al24, the ripple formation
can be predicted if two components of the crater func-
tion are determined. Using PyCraters25 we can calcu-
late the coefficients from the moments, but in the case
of the second term in the right part of the Eq.(3), an
approximation related to the Sigmund ellipsoidal model
of erosion23,26 is used to estimate those. In order to cal-
culate these coefficients we consider two parts: erosive,
which is dependent on the number of sputtered atoms,























(ufinalj − uinitialj ),
(5)
where Nsputt and Nred represents the total number
of sputtered and redistributed atoms in the sample, re-
spectively; VSi is the atomic volume of Si atoms, and
uj = (xj , yj) are the atomic coordinates before or af-
ter an ion impact. To make the analysis simpler, atomic
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coordinates have been transformed to a local coordinate
system associated with the surface normal and the pro-
jected ion beam direction, with the origin in the ion im-
pact point. This way the projected ion beam is always
directed along the x axis of the local coordinate system,





are expected to be zero. Conversion to a local coordinate


















j) are the original coordinates of the atoms in the
system related to the simulation cell.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We present the moments of the crater function ex-
tracted from both MD and BCA simulations by using
Eqs. (4) and (5) separately in sections III 1 and III 2 for
both types of simulations. These moments are used to
obtain the coefficients Sx and Sy (see Eq.(3)), which are
in turn applied for the prediction of the ripple formation.




FIG. 2: Average moments of the crater function from
MD under 1 keV Ar+ irradiation as a function of the
incidence angle. (a) Zeroeth Moment M (0). (b) First
erosive moment M
(1)
erosive. (c) First redistributive moment
M
(1)
redist.. One σ confidence intervals are represented in the
error bars (68.2 %).
Moments, extracted from the results of MD simula-
tions are shown in Fig. 2. The coefficients Sx(θ) and
Sy(θ) are then calculated according to the Eq. (3). To do
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that, the crater function moments obtained from the sim-
ulation results are fitted to the Fourier series, defined by
the symmetry conditions and the fact that all moments
are approaching zero at the grazing incidence. This pro-
vides a continuous interpolation of the moment values
for all incidence angles in the 0 - 90 degrees range. Un-
certainties in Sx(θ) and Sy(θ) coefficients are estimated
through the linear approximation of the error propaga-
tion theory, implemented in the package Uncertainties27.
The calculated coefficients are demonstrated in Fig. 3.
(a)
(b)
FIG. 3: MD results for 1 keV Ar+ irradiation: (a) Co-
efficient Sx(θ). (b) Coefficient Sy(θ). Shaded regions
represent one σ confidence intervals (68.2 %).
2. Sx and Sy moments from BCA simulations vs MD
Results obtained from the BCA simulations are shown
in Fig. 4 where they are compared with the MD results.
Only the x component is demonstrated , since the sym-
metry of the simulated geometry inevitably reduces the y
component to zero. We note that this component quickly
approaches zero in both MD and BCA simulations with




FIG. 4: Average moments of the crater function for MD
and BCA as a function of the incident angle, 1 keV Ar+
on a-Si. (a) Zeroeth Moment M (0). (b) First erosive mo-
ments M
(1)
erosive. (c) First redistributive moments M
(1)
redist..
It is noticeable in Fig. 4 that although the zeroeth
erosive moments (proportional to the number of sput-
tered atoms) agree quite well for both methods, there
is a larger disagreement between the first erosive mo-
ments. It means that atoms which are ejected from the
surface in MD simulations are on average closer to the
impact point than in BCA. This could be explained by
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the fact that sputtering occurs at the final stages of the
collision cascade evolution, when colliding atoms already
have such a low energy that many-body interactions con-
sidered in MD, but ignored in BCA, become important
for a reliable trajectory prediction. We had analysed the
kinetic energy of sputtered atoms for 1keV Ar+ irradi-
ation at 70◦ off-normal and found that indeed majority
of the sputtered atoms had the energy well below 50 eV
(Fig. 5).
In the manuscript28 the authors demonstrate that at
such energies the BCA method overestimates penetra-
tion depths of ions for the non-channelling directions in
comparison with the MD.
This difference in the first erosive moment makes the
erosive component of Sx to be significantly different be-
tween MD and BCA for the higher incidence angles,
though the sputtering yields remain similar (Figs. 3 and
6)
FIG. 5: Kinetic energy distribution of sputtered atoms
for 1 keV Ar+ on a-Si at 70o off-normal in MD.
The coefficients Sx(θ) and Sy(θ) for the BCA simula-
tions are calculated using the obtained moments of the
crater function. These coefficients are presented in Fig. 6
for 250 eV and 1 keV simultaneously, in order to demon-
strate how the ion energy affects the erosive and redis-
tributive contributions. It can be concluded that when
the ion energy is increased to 1 keV, the redistributive
component clearly starts to dominate at angles below
30◦, whereas for the higher angles its increase is compen-
sated by the enhanced erosive component.
(a)
(b)
FIG. 6: BCA results for 250 eV and 1 keV Ar+ irradia-
tion: (a) Coefficient Sx(θ). (b) Coefficient Sy(θ). Shaded
regions represent one standard error (68.2 %) confidence
intervals, dotted lines highlight the mean.
In order to estimate the pattern wavelength, we need
the coefficients Sx, Sy, calculated in Section II C. The
relative accuracy of Sx coefficients (which define the
parallel-mode ripples) is evaluated by comparing with
the values of Sx obtained from the amplification factor
equation by Madi et al.29:
R(q) = −Sxq2x − Syq2y −B(q2x + q2y)2 (7)
where the values of R(q) are measured experimentally.
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FIG. 7: Comparison between MD and BCA for 1 keV
Ar+ on a-Si of coefficient Sx(θ). Shaded regions represent
one σ confidence intervals (68.2 %), dotted lines represent
the mean.
Fig. 7 demonstrates how well the MD and BCA results
agree with the experimental data. From the normal in-
cidence to 35o both methodologies clearly underestimate
the value of the Sx coefficient; for the higher incidence
angles the agreement becomes better as the coefficient
approaches the destabilizing region with the negative Sx
values. The reason for the difference between the MD
and BCA results at the smaller angles can be mainly
attributed to the fact that in the MD simulations the
redistributive component has almost a twice larger mag-
nitude, which is discussed in more details at the end of
this section.
Additionally, in order to compare the consistency of
our results with the previous simulations, the data from
the work of Norris et al.7 is plotted alongside with the
new calculations for 250 eV Ar+ ions in Fig. 8.
(a)
(b)
FIG. 8: Comparison between MD (own results and Norris
et al.7 results) and BCA for 250 eV Ar+ on a-Si. (a)
Coefficient Sx(θ). (b) Coefficient Sy(θ). Shaded regions
represented one σ confidence interval (68.2 %), dotted
lines represent the mean.
We see that both MD results are larger in magnitude
than the BCA ones due to larger contribution of the re-
distributive part. Besides, a slight difference is observed
also between both MD results. One possible explanation
is that the a-Si samples have been prepared differently,
and the collected statistics is not sufficient for more accu-
rate evaluation of the crater function moments. Another
reason for the difference can be due to the geometry of
the regions taken into consideration. In the present work,
the whole cell (with the exception of the thermal bath re-
gion) is used to perform the displacement analysis; on the
other hand, Norris et al. used the region within a radius
of 7.5 nm from the impact point. The result might vary
due to the influence of small displacements occurring far
from the impact point, even though the relaxation per-
formed is sufficient. To verify that, we perform test sim-
ulations with an a-Si target of even larger size, having
dimensions of 60 nm x 60 nm x 30 nm. It turns out
that on average the contribution of displacements fur-
ther than 10 nm from the impact point is negligible in
the total value.
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Once the coefficients are calculated, the ripple wave-







where the viscous flow coefficient B is estimated from the
experimental results7,29 and f is the flux. The criteria
used to choose either the parallel (Sx) or the perpendic-
ular coefficient (Sy), is the most negative (unstable) one.
In case of both coefficients being non-negative, a surface
instability will not appear. Using a value for B = 0.062
nm4 s−1, a comparison can be done between the BCA
and the MD methodologies.
(a)
(b)
FIG. 9: Predicted ripple wavelength for MD and BCA
for 1 keV Ar+ on a-Si, after applying a flux of f =
2.0 × 1012cm−2s−1 using the mean, the lower and the
upper error boundary estimations for Sx and Sy coeffi-
cients shown in Fig. 7. The magenta vertical dotted line
indicate the experimental critical angle. The green dot
represent the experimental point measured by Madi et
al.29
In Fig. 9, the wavelength predicted according to Eq.
( 8) is plotted for both methods using the mean value
and both the lower and the upper confidence bounds of
Sx(θ) and Sy(θ) coefficients. As can be observed from
the plot, MD results show that surface rippling is pre-
dicted from about 34o off-normal angle on average, which
differs from the experimental value of the critical angle,
but this value changes when the wavelength calculation is
done using the minimum estimation to 25o. According to
the mean and the lower confidence bounds, for the whole
range of irradiation angles where a pattern appears, the
parallel mode ripples are predicted due to the dominance
of Sx(θ) component. Nevertheless, for the upper confi-
dence bound no rippling is predicted, because, according
to the model, a negative value of Sx,y is needed to observe
a surface instability, and for positive Sx,y the wavelength
is not defined.
Looking at the BCA calculations, an identical be-
haviour is observed for the lower bound prediction, where
parallel mode ripples appear from 31o, and the upper
boundary estimation predicts ripples to become parallel
from 40o to 62o. However, according to the mean value
estimation, rippling is predicted from 35o, differing with
the experimental results. Besides, a discontinuity (mean-
ing stable surface height) appears between 74o and 83o
as a result of the positive values of both Sx(θ) and Sy(θ)
in this range.
Moreover, comparing the experimental data by Madi
et al.29 with our results, it can be observed that MD
reproduces the wavelength more accurately, positioning
MD as a better method of simulations of effects preceding
surface rippling.
In the light of the results we can observe significant
differences between MD and BCA. For the zeroeth mo-
ment (Fig. 4a), there is a good consistency in the aver-
age number of sputtered atoms; a sputtering maximum
is observed for both methods at 70o incidence. How-
ever, the first erosive and redistributive moments (Fig.
4b and 4c respectively) given by BCA agree much less
with those extracted from the MD simulations. In gen-
eral, we note that in the BCA simulations the value of
the erosive component is larger in magnitude than the
redistributive one, contributing stronger to the pattern
formation mechanism.
In the case of the first redistributive moment, there is
a clear domination of this component for MD. Although
the maximum of this moment is reached in both MD and
BCA simulations at 60o, it is noticed that in MD the
absolute value is greater than in BCA. This can be ex-
plained as a consequence of the type of collisions that
each method takes into consideration. Those collisions
which provoke small displacements are crucial for under-
stand of the differences between both methodologies. In
order to measure the contribution, the delta parameter
(total displacement) can be calculated; it is defined as a





∆x2 + ∆y2 + ∆z2, (9)
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where ∆x = xfinalj − xinitialj ; ∆y and ∆z are calculated
similarly. It is important to note, that for both the ini-
tial and the final states the system temperature should
be minimized to 0 K, otherwise the random thermal dis-
placements will introduce inaccuracies to this calculation.
The contribution to the total displacement can be calcu-
lated as a function of the sum of atomic displacements
greater than a certain threshold value (r), therefore the
importance of smaller displacements can be evaluated.
FIG. 10: Cumulative contribution to the total displace-
ment as a function of the displacement magnitude for MD
simulations, for 0, 45, 84o incidence angles under 1 keV
Ar+ irradiation.
As it is showed in Fig. 10, atomic displacements larger
than 0.05 nm do not contribute more than 0.1 to the to-
tal displacement. Therefore, it is important that smaller
displacements are also taken into consideration, as they
provide the substantial part of the total displacement. A
similar behaviour has been observed by Bukonte et al.
in8.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we performed a more consistent relaxation
of the a-Si target prior to ion impacts, which allowed us to
avoid the complex background removal process required
in the previous study24 for reliable capturing of small
scale atomic displacements. It seems that the sufficiently
big target size and the after-impact relaxation times are
crucial for minimization of the artificial effects, arising
from the simulation setup configuration.
The results of this work confirm the dominating effect
of the redistributive component of the first moment of the
crater function on the predicted surface patterning un-
der 1keV Ar+ ion irradiation. We also verified that the
model is valid at angles close to the grazing incidence. It
has been demonstrated that the BCA algorithm, which
takes into account only binary collisions and thus over-
looks the low energy many-body interactions, may lead
to the disproportional effect of the erosive component of
the first moment of the crater function, thus resulting in
an inaccurate prediction of the surface pattern formation.
The model by Norris et al.24 allows us to predict the
pattern wavelength originated from the ion bombard-
ment using a mathematical model, which makes it pos-
sible to estimate this value from parallel single-ion irra-
diations, without performing computationally demand-
ing high fluence consecutive irradiation simulations. The
predicted wavelength, calculated using this approach is
in a relatively good agreement with the experimental re-
sults.
As we have seen throughout the present work, the main
difference between MD and BCA is the predicted weight
of the erosive and redistributive components in the total
contribution. The redistributive part is the larger con-
tributor to the result in MD, leads us to see that MD
approximates better the experimental results than BCA
according to the implemented model.
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